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INTRODUCTION

By the end of 2020, around 53 million Smart meters are expected to be fitted by energy 

suppliers across Great Britain. With only 5 million currently installed this means that the 

roll-out of Smart meters will start to ramp up over the next few years. 

With so many Smart meters still to install and widespread coverage in the news and 

other media recently of negative experiences amongst some households, Utility Week 

was keen to measure current attitudes amongst those who have already had a Smart 

meter installed and those who have yet to have one installed. 

Harris Interactive therefore launched a survey to a nationally representative audience of 

just over 1,000 consumers to understand the experience of those who have a Smart 

meter installed and to gauge the feelings of those who haven’t yet had one installed

This report summarises the key findings from the research which will be the first of a 

regular iteration conducted by Utility Week and Harris Interactive.



Key Findings
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SMART METER PENETRATION
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The research suggests that the majority of people claim not to have been offered a smart meter but that 
there has been a considerable increase in smart meter installations in the last 6 months.

Q .Have you been offered a smart meter for your current property by your energy supplier? (Base: 1075) 
Q. Has the smart meter already been installed? (Base: 441)
Q. When was the smart meter installed? (Base: 263)



Views of those who have had a Smart 
meter installed



FEELINGS BEFORE INSTALLATION
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I liked the idea

I was not interested

I wanted to find out more before
going ahead

I was worried about it

I already owned other smart /
connected  home technology that
I thought was better

Q. Before getting a Smart meter installed how did you feel about the prospect? (Base: 263)

As you would probably expect from early adopters, the vast majority that have had a Smart meter 
installed liked the idea before having it installed, with few being worried by it



THOUGHTS ON THE PROCESS & INSTALLER
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The installation process was seen as straightforward by most and the majority were satisfied with the 
installer and the information provided
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Q. How did you find the installation for your meter/s? (Base: 263)

Q. How satisfied were you with the service and technical skills of the installer (Base: 263)
Q. How satisfied were you with the information provided by the installer about how to use your meter? (Base: 263)



NUMBER OF VISITS REQUIRED

Just over 1 in 10 however did say that the installation required multiple visits

Q .Was this the installation of your Smart meter completed in a single visit or were multiple visits required? (Base: 263)

87%

13%

Single Visit Multiple Visits



BILLING PROBLEMS

Just over 1 in 10 said that they experienced billing problems with the most common issues being first bill 
confusion, change of supplier meaning loss of Smart functionality and signal and meter problems causing 
read issues

Q .Have you experienced any billing problems since having your Smart meter/s installed – such as inaccurate billing based on faulty usage data, 

or a back bill to cover historical errors in estimated meter reads?  (Base: 263)
Q. Please tell us more about these issues (Base: 32)

12%

81%

7%

Yes No Don't know

“Discrepancies between what was billed and what was 
shown on the meter.”

Please tell us more about these billing issues

“The smart meter doesn't work where we live as no signal, so still 
having estimate bills, or giving meter readings or meter being 

read.”

“the bill for first month of installation was confusing as it seems 
a bit more expensive.”

“I've changed supplier and the smart meter no longer 
works.”

“We were contacted by (supplier) recently to say the meters 
weren't working and we had to give a manual reading..”



BENEFITS AND IMPACT

Better visibility of energy costs is seen as the main benefit of having a Smart meter and being more interested 
in energy use is the biggest impact. Almost 1 in 3 however, stated having a Smart meter has had no impact.

Q .Which of the below benefits have you enjoyed since your meter was installed? (Base: 263) 
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None
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None
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Other  benefits related to not 
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meter themselves or wait in for 
someone else to do it

Q .What impact has having a Smart meter had on you, if any? (Base: 263)



Views of those who have not had a Smart 
meter installed



AWARENESS AND KNOWLEDGE

Almost one third of those who don’t have a Smart meter currently are not aware of the government 
mandated scheme and 1 in 10 claim not to know what a Smart meter was before taking part in the 
survey.

Q .Are you aware that  there is a government mandated scheme to offer Smart meters to all home sin the UK? (Base: 812)
Q. Did you know what a Smart was before taking part in this survey? (Base: 812)
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30%

Yes No

89%

11%
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FEELINGS ABOUT HAVING A SMART METER INSTALLED
The majority like the idea of getting a Smart meter installed but almost 1 in 3 are not interested and another 1 in 3 would 
need to find out more before getting one.  The main 3 worries are security of personal data, energy suppliers manipulating 
data and paying more for energy at certain times

Q .How do you feel about the idea of  getting a Smart meter installed? Please select all that apply.
(Base: 812) 
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28%

29%

8%

2%

I like the idea of getting a Smart
meter

I am not interested in getting a
Smart meter

I would need to find out more
before getting a Smart meter

I am worried about it

I already own other Smart
technolofy which I think I better
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Q .In what ways are you worried? (Base: 68)
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I'm worried about the security of
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I'm worried that Smart meters
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I'm worried that my energy
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more for energy at certain…

I'm worried there will be damage
to my property during…

I have a disability and I’m 
worried the IHD will not be …

I'm worried about taking time off
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Other - please specify
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and the “Big Brother” 
factor



Views on Smart Meter funding - All



VIEWS ON SMART FUNDING

6 in 10 said claimed that they are unaware that the Smart meter rollout was being funded via 
contribution from customer bills and the majority are not happy about this

Q .Are you aware that the Smart meter rollout is being funded via contribution from customer bills?  (Base: 1075)
Q. How do you feel about that? (Base: 1075)

“I feel annoyed that the government is trying to foist 
something I cannot see a use for onto everybody and putting 

up electricity and gas bills to pay for it.”
Male 35-54  Non Smart

“Not happy I get fed up with companies who think they can 
spend our money how they wish just to save them money. 

This meter doesn't save me any money at all I don't like and I 
wish I had not had it installed.”

Female 55+ Smart

“This is standard technology, it should be the 
responsibility of the energy companies to fund this 

through there profits. It seems that the energy companies 
have/need to have massive profits without the need to 

reinvest some of this profit back in to the network.”
Male 35-54 Smart

“I'm not sure I like the idea of money from customer bills being 
used for the roll out of smart meters, I think the benefits are 

good but people need to be made aware of what their money is 
used for.”

Male 18-34  Non Smart

39%

61%

Yes No

“it has to be 
funded somehow -

if it ultimately 
leads to lower bills 

then it will be a 
good thing.”

Female 35-54 
Non Smart



Summary & Conclusions



SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

Although the majority of consumers have not yet had a Smart meter installed, it would appear that the 

number of new installs has ramped up in the last 6 months, which you would expect given the 

challenging 2020 target.

Overall the experience for those who have had a Smart meter installed appears to have been positive but this 

has to be put into context that many are early adopters and liked the idea of getting one before installation.  

There are, however, a couple of concerns with regards to installation with over 1 in 10 claiming they 

required a second visit and a similar proportion saying that experience billing problems.  Whilst these 

numbers are still relatively small, given that the rollout is in its early stages, this is something to watch out for 

as the rollout ramps up as if this percentage were to be maintained or, worst still, increase it would lead to 

significant additional and, in some cases, unplanned cost for suppliers.

The feedback from those who don’t currently have a Smart meter installed shows that there is more work to 

do around education on the benefits and allaying any fears that consumers might have over data 

security and how suppliers might use the data.  One of the challenges here will be providing those who 

don’t have one yet with a compelling reason to get one installed and being able to save money on their 

energy could be it.  According to our research, however, less than 4 in 10 of those with a Smart meter stated 

that they have enjoyed saving money on their energy bills since getting one installed, so further evidence 

might be needed to convince the 



Methodology



METHODOLOGY & CONTACT DETAILS

For this study, we surveyed a carefully managed nationally representative sample of 

over 1,000 UK respondents between 5th and 9th April.

Harris Interactive is the agency to use when you need answers fast from the general 

population. Using our Harris 24 solution,1000 –2000 interviews can be completed and 

reported in less than 24 hours in the UK, US, France, Germany, Spain and Italy.

For further information about Harris24 please contact the author of this report: 

Mark Brenton
Head of Energy Research

mbrenton@harrisinteractive.co.uk
07773 153983

mailto:mbrenton@harrisinteractive.co.uk

